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Arabic League
On February 7th , 2023, the Multiplus hall hosted the 5th annual event,
demonstrating once again that TWS is a school that understands the
importance of balancing knowledge and attitude. Since 2018, the Arabic and
Islamic Department has been running a project called the Arabic League, in
which students from all year levels have participated in the national study.
Countries to research were allotted to each year level, as well as Arabic A/B
students. The event's purpose was to broaden the students' understanding
of their own culture as well as other Arab civilizations they discovered while
researching. In contrast to previous years and in an effort to strengthen our
collaboration, this year's Arabic League will now feature participation from
9 GEMS schools.

The day began with the arrival of our Head of School/Deputy CEO, and
members of the SLT. The summit's President began with a roll call of the
countries, followed by the Assistant Principal/Arabic and Islamic Address,
the Head of School/Deputy CEO Address, and finally the addresses of each
nation. The challenges in health and education sectors in Arab countries
were chosen as the topic for discussion. TOGETHER TOWARDS A GREAT
FUTURE was the theme.

Following the remarks, the delegates voted on several projects, which were
followed by a media conference in which reporters from various Arab and
worldwide broadcasters posed questions to the recognized delegates.
Finally, the presidents announced the summit's outcomes and concluded it.
At the end, appreciation certificates were submitted to all delegates and  3
prizes have been submitted to the three best delegates. Of course, there was
always a happy aspect to any Arabic occasion. Various cultural acts, such
as a fashion show and UAE songs, were presented in the middle of the talks
to lighten up the rhythm. Our school's Principal / CEO - Mr. Carl Roberts
concluded the ceremony with an eloquent message.
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Sports Day - Boys

















Sports Day - Girls

The Secondary girls’ Sports day
festival 2023 was conducted on 9th
February and was truly a huge
success. With the plethora of races, it
was truly exhilarating to see all the
friendly competition and awarding
the winners for their hard work and
dedication to athletics and sports.



























Career Fair

The TWS CAREER FAIR 2023 was held on 15th February from 9 AM to 1 PM.
The students from Years 11 to 13 had the opportunity to visit 60
University representatives and consultants. The career fair provided
them with an opportunity to debate and learn about all of their
possibilities in relation to their potential future career paths.
Representatives from universities and local consulting agencies were able
to talk to the students directly and clear any of their queries regarding
the entry requirements, admission procedures, visa processing and many
others. The students had an interactive experience with the various
representatives and gain insight into how to approach their higher
education.  

The main objective was to raise students’ awareness of the different
career pathways and take an interest in pursuing an exceptional
university experience in the future. They were able to identify how their
grades and extra-curricular activities could influence their ability to
attend university as well. The career fair is especially impactful towards
the Sixth Form students of the school as they fast approach that key
stage of university applications as well. They were very involved in the
process as well, volunteering during the fair. The parents also had an
opportunity to visit the Career fair.
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Green Consortium, 2023, witnessed its final culmination on 21st
February with 52 participants from 6 different schools gearing up
with their prototype of the sustainable business solution to curb the
burning environmental problems. 

The teams were judged by Ms Ranju Anand (Senior Vice President at
GEMS Education), Dr Yasemin Nielsen (Associate Professor at
Herriot Watt University) and our Executive Principal/CEO, Mr Carl
Roberts for 5 award categories- The Best Pitch, Best Sustainable
Solution, Best Community Development Project, Best Business
Proposal, and Green Consortium Award. They were left completely
enthralled by the innovative business ideas from all the teams.

Green Consortium

Award Categories
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Prize Distribution
BEST PITCH AWARD

Winner
Team: The Beet Drop

Runner Up
Team: Every Piece Matters



BEST COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT

Winner

Team: Every Piece Matters

Runner Up
Team: Hydrodrive



BEST BUSINESS PROPOSAL

Winner
Team: Echo

Runner Up
Team: Every Piece Matters



BEST SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION

Winner
Team: Carbon Capture Program

Runner Up
Team: Aeris



GREEN CONSORTIUM AWARD

Winner
Team: The Beet Drop

Runner Up
Team: Aeris



JUNK COUTURE Fasháon Show
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